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“Brazilians have an intense routine, and as a consequence
have little time to take care of their physical and mental

wellbeing. The lack of physical activity, in addition to
opting for practical instead of healthy food and working

extra hours, makes them feel stressed, anxious and
overwhelmed.”

– Marina Ferreira, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Lack of time is a barrier to physical and mental health
• Unequal housework causes stress among women
• Home office can improve workers’ quality of life
• Economic scenario favors investment diversification
• Online services that save time gain momentum
• Alternative transport as a solution to save time

Brazilians have an intense lifestyle and have found themselves increasingly stressed and without time.
In addition, they have been looking for resources that help them optimize their routines and solutions
that bring greater convenience to daily tasks.

Brands and companies should offer products and services that help consumers find time to perform the
activities they want and integrate these activities into their routine.
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Ariel acts to challenge housework gender gap
Figure 7: Housework average hours, by gender – Brazil, 2018
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Home office can improve workers quality of life
Figure 13: Brazilians’ routine activities – Brazil, September 2019
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Figure 14: Brazilians’ routine activities, by gender – Brazil, September 2019
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Figure 20: Brazilians’ routine profile by routine profile, exercises – Brazil, September 2019
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Bikes and scooters become transport option
Figure 27: Commuting method – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 28: Alelo Mobilidade card

Ride share is used in conjunction with public transport
Figure 29: Commuting method by commuting method, ride share – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 30: In São Paulo, Uber app gives the ‘Public Transportation’ option

Many people use online services to save time
Figure 31: Time-saving behaviors – Brazil, September 2019
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Figure 33: OrienteMe offers online psychological care

All socioeconomic groups are reducing screen time
Figure 34: Time-saving behaviors, by socioeconomic group – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 35: Facebook has launched a tool that tracks time spent on social media

One in four Brazilians would like to do volunteer work
Figure 36: Activities Brazilians want more time to invest in – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 37: Arredondar and Gol partnership

Those who reduced debts want more time to take care of their finances
Figure 38: Activities Brazilians want more time to invest in, by spending tracker – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 39: Easynvest test

Figure 40: Clear claims to be the first broker in Brazil that does not charge fees

Figure 41: Modalmais offers free current account integrated with the investment account

Figure 42: Rípio, a platform to buy and sell cryptocurrency

Women want to have more time to shop and take care of their appearance
Figure 43: Activities Brazilians want more time to invest in, by gender – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 44: L’Occitane spa

Figure 45: Sephora ‘The Sound of Beauty’

Companies can diversify delivery formats to meet different needs
Figure 46: Interest in time-saving solutions – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 47: iFood lockers

Users of services focused on experience are willing to pay more to be prioritized
Figure 48: Interest in time-saving solutions, by spending tracker – Brazil, September 2019

Tech devices can help users manage their time better
Figure 49: Interest in time-saving solutions, by routine profile – Brazil, September 2019

Figure 50: BlitzWolf smartwatch
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